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Jay L. Garfield Epoche and Sunyatd: Skepticism East and West

The whole modern conception of the world is founded on the illusion that the so-called
laws of nature are the explanations of natural phenomena.
Thus people today stop at the laws of nature, treating them as something inviolable,
just as God and Fate were treated in past ages.
And in fact both are right and both wrong: though the view of the ancients is clearer
in so far as they have a clear and acknowledged terminus, while the modern system
tries to make it look as if everything were explained.
Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 6.371, 6.372

Sextus regarded skepticism not as a nihilistic attack on our cognitive life, but
rather-as he emphasizes in a variety of medical metaphors-as a form of
philosophical therapy, to cure us of the cognitive and emotional ills born of
extreme metaphysical, moral, or epistemological positions.
. . . [T]he Sceptic's end, where matters of opinion are concerned, is mental
tranquility; in the realm of things unavoidable, moderation of feeling is the
end. ... Upon his suspension of judgment there followed, by chance, mental
tranquility in matters of opinion. For the person who entertains the opinion
that anything is by nature good or bad is continually disturbed. When he lacks
those things that seem to him to be good, he believes he is being pursued, as if
by the Furies, by those things which are by nature bad, and pursues what he
believes to be the good things. .... On the other side there is the man who

leaves undetermined the question of what things are good and bad by nature.
He does not exert himself to avoid anything or to seek after anything, and
hence he is in a tranquil state. (Hallie 1985, p. 41)
The Sceptic wishes, from considerations of humanity, to do all he can with
the arguments at his disposal to cure the self-conceit and rashness of the dogmatists. And so just as healers of bodily ailments keep remedies of various
potency, and administer the powerful ones to those whose ailments are violent and the lighter ones to those with light complaints, in the same manner
the Sceptic too propounds arguments. . . capable of forcibly removing the
condition of dogmatist self-conceit. (Ibid., p. 128)
(Wittgenstein also adopts the medical metaphor: "The philosopher's treatment of a question is like the treatment of an illness" (Philosophical Investigations 255)). It should go without saying that as far as Sextus was concerned,
skepticism is a moderate position, as compared with the available alternatives.
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Moreover, Sextus argued, the serene equanimity that is the goal of skeptical
practice is to be attained by the achievement of the "suspension of belief" in
favor of receiving cognitive and practical guidance from "the guidance of nature, the compulsion of the feelings, the tradition of laws and customs, and
the instruction of the arts" (ibid., p. 40). Again, it is important to note that
whatever Sextus has in mind by the "suspension of belief" or the "refusal to
assert," he does not mean that we are to become cognitively inert, inactive, or
disengaged, epistemically or otherwise. For neither art, custom, perception,
nor appetite encourage such a life. Moreover, such a life or attitude towards
knowledge would be extreme, and, again, skepticism is a moderate position.
And finally, by any standards, such a rejection of epistemic and moral life
would be, in a straightforward sense, sick. And skepticism is intended as a
cure for just such ills.
It is important to emphasize these points because many modern writersfollowing Kant and earlier usage introduced by Berkeley and muddied
(though in constructive ways) by Hume-urge that a central task of philosophy is to "answer the skeptic": to show, presumably, that what the skeptic
denies to be possible is in fact not only possible, but actual. To adopt a later
medical metaphor, this endeavor strikes me as a form of philosophical resistance in the psychoanalytic sense, a consequence of the very disease of which
the skeptic intends to cure philosophers. It is more appropriate, I will argue,
not to resist skeptical arguments, but to attend carefully to them. In particular, I will argue that resistance to skepticism rests on a confusion of skepticism
with one of its extreme targets-typically what I follow the Buddhist skeptics
in calling "nihilism." Such a confusion mistakes the point of skeptical arguments, the conclusions of the critical portions of the skeptical enterprise, and,
most importantly, the skeptical solutions, as Hume and more recently Kripke
(1982, pp. 66-68) have described them, that skepticism offers to the puzzles it
generates.
Much of the confusion I hope to clear up is understandable given the
expositions of skepticism with which many of us are most familiar. I have in
mind those of Sextus, Hume, and Wittgenstein, with appropriate ancillary
figures in tow. For a variety of historical, rhetorical, and other reasons, these
expositions have not placed at center stage either the opposition of extremes
against which skeptical critical attacks are addressed, or the ways in which the
skeptical solutions to the problems ostensibly solved by these extreme positions constitute what can simultaneously be seen as a via media between, and
a complete rejection of the presuppositions of, those extreme positions. But
skeptical philosophy is a cross-cultural phenomenon. A rich skeptical tradition is present in Madhyamika Buddhist philosophy, and particularly the
Prasangika-Madhyamika tradition is startlingly akin to the Western skeptical
tradition, in respect of its aims, methodology, and philosophical problematic.
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Nagarjuna and Candrakirti, like Sextus, emphasize the therapeutic nature of
philosophy:
[39] If one understands how actions are devoid of inherent existence, then
he sees the suchness of actions. When he has seen suchness, he will have
eliminated ignorance, and when there is no ignorance then actions which are
caused by ignorance cannot arise in him, and so the results of actions such as
consciousness and so forth, up to acting and death will not be experienced by
him. (Komito 1987, p. 89)
[73]. . . With the elimination of wrong views they will have abandoned
attachment, closed-mindedness and hatred and thereby attain nirvana unstained by wrong views. (Ibid., p. 95)
As it is said in the Samadhiraja Sutra, "An existential element 'desire'
would be roused by something in someone; an existential element 'aversion'
would be aversion in someone to something; an existential element 'illusion'
would be illusion in someone concerning something." Such an element of
existence one cannot discover in thought nor perceive in fact. One who does
not discover such an existential element in thought nor perceive it in fact is
said to be free of desire, aversion and illusion, to have a mind free of misbelief, to be composed in spirit. He is said to have crossed to the other side, to
have penetrated deeply, to have attained peace. (Sprung 1979, p. 222)
They, too, are concerned to develop skeptical problems and skeptical solutions thereto regarding the existence of the external world, personal identity,
and the existence of the self, morality, and meaning. And the arguments are
immediately accessible and familiar to Western philosophers.
But the Buddhist skeptics, because of the cultural and philosophical context in which they write, are a bit more explicit about certain features of the
skeptical method than are their European counterparts. In particular, the
theory of the relation of skeptical positions to dogmatic positions is more
carefully worked out; the nature of the suspension of belief or "positionlessness" is more explicitly characterized; and the relation between skeptical
methodology and the role of convention in the life of the skeptic is more
apparent in these accounts. There are numerous other interesting points of
similarity and difference between the traditions, but I want to trade on these
three expository advantages in order to use the Prasangika-Madhyamika
formulation of skepticism to motivate and to illuminate certain obscurities
in the skepticism of Europe. This is an essay with a complex agenda. I hope
to provide a useful reinterpretation of classical skepticism as a constructive
philosophical programme, and one which provides a compelling picture of
the nature of the philosophical enterprise. I also hope to demonstrate the
possibility and desirability of discussing European and Buddhist skeptical
arguments together, as a vehicle for their mutual illumination. Finally, I
hope to defend the skeptical enterprise as a much-needed corrective to some
contemporary philosophical confusions. This is too large a task to accomplish
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in a single essay, and the discussionmust accordinglybe regardedas a programmaticbeginning.
After undertakinga cross-culturalexpository defense of skepticismas a
moderate solution to the problemsattendanton metaphysicalextremism,I
will undertakea bit of therapy. For much of contemporaryphilosophy, I
would argue, is seriouslyand dogmaticallyill. One physicianon one housecall, however, can cure only one patient.I will endeavorto cure a prominently diseased dogmatist,Jerry Fodor, of one of the more epidemic dogmatic
ills-that of causalrealism,by a judiciousapplicationof the skepticalphysic.
My hope is that this cure will serve as a model, and that its ease will inspire
muchself-treatment.
I

The Prasangika-Madhyamika
Buddhists,' like Sextus, refer to their opponents as "dogmatists."They identify,for each philosophicalproblemsubject
to skepticaltreatment,a reificationistand a nihilisticversion of dogmatism.
This taxonomy of the relevant pathology is important.For while it will be
clear that, for example, both Sextus and Wittgensteinhave both extreme
views in mind, the failurein the Europeanformulationof skepticalarguments
to be expliciton this distinctionissuesin the easy and dangerousconflationof
skepticismwith nihilism, and the attendantdisparagementand rejection of
skepticism. Whereas reificationism,in this philosophicaltaxonomy, is the
assertionof the ultimaterealityof that whose reality(or realityin that sense)
the skeptic denies (for example, of materialsubstance,of a persistentself, of
an independentrealm of mathematicalor moraltruth, of a "thirdworld"of
meaningsor of primitivesemanticfacts), nihilismis the philosophicaldenial
of the existenceof that which-at least in some sense-clearly exists, or more
accuratelyof the warrantof what are in fact clearlywarrantedclaims.A nihilist hence mightdeny that any of our statementsabout externalobjects, about
ourselvesor our moralresponsibility,or aboutthe meaningsof wordsare true
or warranted,or that one can make sense of any of the practicesassociated
with such beliefs.
It is importantto see that nihilismis a forensicdevice for skepticism:in the
languageof Hume, aptly appropriatedby Kripke,the nihilisticchallengesto
our beliefs and practicespose "skepticalproblems."The task of the skepticis
to provide "skepticalsolutions"-to respond to the nihilisticattack on the
realityor warrantof a classof entities, beliefs, or practicesin a way that at the
same time does not capitulateto the metaphysicalexcesses of reificationism.
A sceptical solution of a sceptical philosophical problem begins...

by con-

ceding that the sceptic'snegative assertionsare unanswerable.Nevertheless
our ordinarypractice or belief is justified because-contrary appearances
notwithstanding-it need not requirethe justificationthe sceptic has shown
to be untenable. And much of the value of the sceptical argumentconsists
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precisely in the fact that he has shown that an ordinarypractice, if it is
to be defended at all, cannot be defended in a certain way. (Kripke 1982,
pp. 66-67)
As Kripkepoints out in the context of his expositionof Wittgenstein'sskeptical response to semanticnihilism,2this form of skepticalresponsetypically
consistsin grantingthe principalargumentsof the nihilistagainstthe possibility of the kind of knowledge,certainty,justification,or entity the nihilistrepudiates,but also in pointingout that in fact the practicesthe nihilistseeks to
undermineare not in fact groundedon things of that kind, but are rather
founded in conventions that remain untouchedby nihilisticargumentsand
whichin no way presupposethe reificationof the entitieswhose existenceis at
issue between nihilistand reificationist.This is the sense in which skepticism
constitutesa "middleway" or a moderateposition.
A few quickexampleswhose detailsare familiarmayhelp make this critical
distinctionbetween skepticismand nihilismand the relation between them
clearer. Considerskepticismabout the existence of the externalworld. The
reificationistargues that since we apprehendqualities, there must be some
materialsubstancein whichthey inhere-that there is a substantial,independent external world, whose furnitureconsists in materialsubstanceand its
attributes.The nihilist, on the other hand (perhapsBerkeley or a Yogacara
fellow-traveler3)argues that we can make no sense of the concept of such
materialsubstanceor substratum,or that if we can, we can neverhave knowledge of it. So, s/he argues,there is no externalworld, or at least we have no
knowledgeof any such world.4
The skeptic-think of Hume ("that unintelligiblechimeraof a substance"
(Treatise,p. 222)) or Nagarjuna("[47]Formis not apprehendedas inherently
existing"5(Komito, p. 90)), or Candrakirti("You may say: Althougha material cause of objects is in this way not logicallypossible, nonetheless objects
exist in fact as effects and because of their real existencematteras cause will
exist as well. This would be so if the object as effect existed, but it does not"
(Sprungp. 99).)-concedes to the nihilist that we have no idea of material
substanceas a permanentsubstratumfor attributes,or that if we had a concept of such a thing, we could never have knowledgeof its existence. But the
skepticdenies that our ordinarydiscourseaboutanduse of materialobjects in
any way implicatesthe concept of a substancewith attributes.Instead, the
skepticargues,our conventionsand practicesregardingthe use of, talk about,
and justificationof knowledge claims regardingexternal objects get their
point just from their role in our individualand collective lives. It is these
practicesthat give sense to talk about objects, and not the existence of substance that makes these practicesintelligible.
Or considerskepticismwith regardto the existenceof the self. The reificationist (for example, Descartes or the typical Brahman)argues that experience presupposesa persistentself as its subject.The nihilist(Hume in setting
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up the problem, or Sextus) argues that in virtue of the incoherence of such a
notion, or in virtue of its unknowability, there can be no such self, or at least
no self-knowledge. The skeptical reconstruction proceeds by noting that the
self is, as Hume puts it, a "forensic" or, as Tsong Khapa puts it, a "conventional" concept. The identification and discussion of selves presupposes not a
substance to which we have privileged access, but conventions regarding the
applications of names, attribution of responsibility, and so forth.
Think of skepticism with regard to meaning. The reificationist (Frege, Old
Testament Wittgenstein) argues that there are particular semantic facts which
constitute or determine the meanings of words and which we grasp when we
know word meaning. The semantic nihilist (Bhartrhari on some readings or
Wittgenstein's imaginary interlocutor in the New Testament) argues that
there can be no such facts, or that we could never know them, and hence that
there is nothing that constitutes the meaning or correct use of terms. The
skeptical solution developed by Wittgenstein and Tsong Khapa concedes the
lack of any such special semantic facts, but requires us to note that word
meaning and the assertability of correctness regarding word use rest not upon
such facts but upon a network of social conventions regarding word use.
Finally, consider for a moment the example with which I will be most centrally concerned below. The reificationist with regard to causation argues that
the regularities we observe in nature are to be explained by a fundamental
causal power that causes have to bring about their effects-a necessary connection. The nihilist argues that because we can have no clear idea of such a
causal power or natural necessity, causal explanation is impossible. The skeptical solution to the problem thus poses regarding the possibility of scientific
explanation-as Hume, Wittgenstein, Nagarjuna, and Candrakirti argue-is,
rather than to understand regularity as vouchsafed by causation, to understand causal explanation as grounded in regularities.6
All of these examples, to be sure, are presented in telegraphic form. But I
hope that they serve to illustrate the constructive response skepticism provides to the challenges posed by nihilistic critiques of reificationist positions.
There is an important additional characteristic of the relationship between
skepticism and the dogmatic extremes against which it is counterposed that
warrants emphasis. And it is only by appreciating this feature of skepticism
that we can understand the sense in which the skeptic can be claiming to
"suspend belief" or to be "positionless." To suspend belief in the sense
Sextus7 has in mind is not to shrug one's shoulders in indecision regarding
competing claims. To understand suspension this way is to see skepticism as a
wholly negative position. I want to emphasize the essentially constructive
character of skeptical argument, however, and this requires a subtler understanding of suspension. To suspend judgment in this sense is to refuse to
assent to a position, while refusing to assert its negation, since either assertion
would commit one to a false or misleading metaphysical presupposition. To
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suspendjudgmentis hence to refuse to enter into a misguideddiscourse.For
the skeptic, Europeanor Buddhist,both membersof any dogmaticpair, despite theirapparentantagonism,sharesome commonmetaphysicalthesis as a
presuppositionof their respectivepositions. And it is in the rejectionof this
position-and in the consequent suspension of judgment regarding the
opposingdogmaticpositions-that skepticismconsists.8The dogmaticthesis
in the case of the existence of the external world is that the existence of
physicalobjects and the truthof claimsabout them presupposethe existence
of materialsubstance.With respect to the existence of the self, the thesis is
that personalidentityand self-knowledgeare possible if there is a persistent
soul; with respectto meaning,it is that conditionsfor the correctuse of words
presuppose the existence and grasp of semantic facts. Finally, the causal
reificationistand nihilistagree that causalexplanationis possible only on the
conditionthat the regularitiesit exploits are groundedin independentcausal
links. In each case, the reificationistand the nihilist differ only regarding
whetherthe metaphysicalpresuppositionin questionis satisfied.The skeptic
rejects the presuppositionof the dispute.
The skeptical move in each case consists in rejecting exactly the thesis
that the apparentlydiametricallyopposed dogmaticpositions share. That is
what makes skepticismso radical,so deep, and so apparentlynihilisticwhen
viewed uncritically.For in each case, the thesis rejected is an unquestioned
fundamentalpresuppositionof much mainstreamphilosophicalthought"the decisivemove in the conjuringtrick."In each case, however,the skeptic
determinesto arguethat these sharedfundamentalmetaphysicalassumptions
regardingthe necessaryontologicalconditionsof knowledgemust be rejected
in orderto understandand explainepistemicpractice.
When Sextus urges us to suspendbelief, it is the metaphysicalbeliefs that
lead to dogmatic opposition that he urges us to suspend, and the debates
concerningthem from which he urges us to absent ourselves. When he says
"not more," he urges that the external world is not more than what we
observe, that personalidentityis not more thanan aggregationof experiences
and capacities, that meaning is not more than convention, that causationis
not more than regularity.Customand the particularpracticesof the arts and
sciences, he urges, yield all the knowledge, certainty, and justificationwe
need in order to navigatethe world, identifyourselvesand others, speak intelligibly,and explainnaturalphenomena.
Now, we cannot be entirely inactivewhen it comes to the observancesof
everydaylife. Therefore, while living undogmatically,we pay due regardto
appearances.This observanceof the requirementsof everydaylife seems to
be fourfold, with the followingparticularheads: the guidanceof nature, the
compulsionof the feelings, the traditionof laws and customs,and the instruction of the arts. It is by the guidanceof naturethat we are naturallycapableof
sensation and thought. It is by the compulsionof the feelings that hunger
leads us to food and thirstleads us to drink.It is by virtueof the traditionof
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laws and customsthat in everydaylife we acceptpiety as good and impietyas
evil. And it is by virtueof the instructionof the artsthat we are not inactivein
those artswhichwe employ. All these statements,however,we makewithout
prejudice.(Hallie, p. 40)
This thought is echoed by Wittgenstein'sobservationthat when we hit explanatorybedrock,we findnot certainpropositions,but practices:
204. Giving grounds, however, justifying the evidence, comes to an
end;-but the end is not certainpropositions'strikingus immediatelyas true,
i.e. it is not a kind of seeing on our part; it is our acting which lies at the
bottom of the languagegame.
344. My life consistsin my being content to accept many things. (On Certainty)
When the Mahayanistsargue that phenomenaare all empty, the same insightis being expressed:materialobjects are devoid of substancein the metaphysician'ssense; personsare empty of immaterialsouls that persistthrough
change;wordsare emptyof specialsemanticfacts that determinetheir meanings;and regularityin natureis emptyof specialcausalpowersthat provideits
underpinnings.

The constructive side to the skeptical enterprise has a characteristic
strategy,a strategyinvolvingtwo moves. In the firstplace, it involves what I
like to call the "skepticalinversion"of the order of explanation:the nihilist
challenges us to explain the apparentlyproblematicby reference to what,
accordingto the reificationist,should be the unproblematic,and arguesthat
we cannot. The skeptic grantsthe force of this argument,but demonstrates
that in fact the apparentexplanans-or at least the formsof discourseinvolving vocabulary pertaining thereto-is what is problematic and obscure.
Moreover,s/he argues,the very reality-such as it is-of that explanansis in
fact grounded in what was originallyproblematizedby the skeptical challenge. This is a highly abstractcharacterization.Recalling a few familiar
examples should clarifythe point. Hume accepts that we can never explain
the regularityof nature by appeal to a causal link, and inverts the order of
explanationby arguingthat our talk aboutcausationis to be explainedby our
familiaritywith regularities.Nagarjunamakes the same move. Wittgenstein
and Tsong Khapagrantthat the abilityof a communityof languageusers to
use wordsin roughlythe same way cannotbe explainedby the privategrasping by each memberof the communityof the meaningsof words, and invert
the order of explanation,arguingthat the possibilityof an individualusing a
word meaningfullyis to be explainedby referenceto the regularityof practices in the community.Sextus,Hume, and Nagarjunaarguethat our conventions regardingthe identificationof persons are not to be understood as
groundedin the referenceof each person's"I" to a particularenduringmental substance;rather the talk of myself as an individual(and of others as
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individuals)is explainedby referenceto our conventionsof personalindividuation, conventionsthat are, as Hume notes, "forensic"in character.
The second characteristicof the skeptical inversion, as should now be
obviousfrom this brief surveyof examples,is that an appealto social conventions is centralto the skepticalreconstructionof our heretoforemetaphysically or epistemologicallyconfuseddiscourse.In the private-languagecase this is
obvious. It should also be clear in the case of personalidentityand in that of
the skeptical reconstructionof morality.Though Hume and Sextus are less
expliciton this point, Nagarjuna,Candrakirti,andTsongKhapaemphasizeand Hume and Sextus would undoubtedlyagree-social convention is also
hard at work in skepticalreconstructionsof discourseabout the existence of
physicalobjects and causation.For the boundariesof physicalobjects are not
given by nature,nor are the classesof events that count as "of the same type"
that underlie the generalizationsthat vouchsafe the attributionsof explanatory significanceinvolvingwordslike "because."The canonizationsof sortals
and of object-boundariesdrawn in space, time, and composition require
social and linguisticconventions.Tsong Khapaputs the point this way:
. . [I]npresenting"earth"and "hardness"as referentand identity,it cannot
be done by establishingthem as the discovered object of the. . . analytic
quest for the designativebases of the conventionalterms used for identified
referentand identity,as suchthingscan only be presentedas existentin terms
of their mutualrelations. ...
The Dialecticistaccepts [philosophical]analysisas analysisof something's
possession or lack of ultimate status, [assertingthat] existents are merely
nominal,symbolic,and conventional."Merenominality"means. . . the undiscoverabilityof anythingthroughinvestigationinto the meaningsof conventional expressions,and does not mean that names exist and thingsdo not, or
that there is nothingwhichis not a name. Finally,althoughthey do not accept
everything proposed by the verbally ascriptive conventional intellect as
conventionally existent, neither do they accept any conventional things
somehow not posited by conventionallyascriptiveintellect. (Thurman1984,
pp. 295-296)
When the skepticfollows the customof his or her countryand participates
in its linguisticconventionsin assertingthe existenceof materialobjects, s/he
does so in the recognitionthat it is these linguistic,explanatory,and allied
conventionsthat justifysuch talk, ratherthan as a consequenceof a belief in
the givennessof objects as independententities or in the givennessof sortals
as naturallydetermined.And, in particular,the conceptionof objects as substances and their propertiesas essential or accidentalattributesinherent in
them is rejected by the skeptic as it is by the nihilist. But the skeptic rejects
this conceptionwith the realization-not shared by the reificationistwho is
the nihilist'starget-that none of our ordinaryepistemicor social practices
regardingmaterialobjects presupposesuch a view anyway.
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All of this allows us to characterize more explicitly the paradoxical skeptical
recommendations of equipoise (Sextus: "to come first of all to a suspension of
judgement and then to mental tranquility" (Hallie, p. 33), or "'All things are
false', for example, asserts its own falsity together with that of all other
things. . ." (p. 36)), or positionlessness (Tsong Khapa: "'[I]f I had any position, then there would arise that fault for me'. . . applies to whoever has a
definite position, but since I have no position there is no fault for me" (Thurman, p. 331)). These recommendations are often regarded as paradoxical,
because they at least appear themselves to be assertions of the kind that the
skeptic rejects, or to constitute positions of the kind the Mahayanist refuses to
adopt. But closer inspection should indicate that they are not so, and Sextus'
metaphor of the laxative that purges itself together with the ill it aims at
curing can be as useful here.9 The ills that skepticism aims to cure are philosophical ills-specifically metaphysical and epistemological ills characterized
by the obsessive search for epistemologically or ontologically primitive foundations for knowledge, meaning, explanation, or morality that undergird our
collective epistemic, linguistic, scientific, and moral practices. The positions
the skeptic is concerned to undermine are specifically philosophical positions.10 They are positions regarding the necessary or sufficient underpinnings
of what the skeptic wants to reveal as practices that stand in need of no
grounding in independent matters of fact. The skeptic does not reject these
practices. On the contrary, Sextus recommends exactly that we follow nature,
feeling, custom, and the instruction of the arts, and Nagarjuna explains that
[71] It is known in the way of the world that "this arises in dependence on
that." Such statements are not refuted. But whatsoever arises dependently
does not exist inherently, and how can that non-inherent existence itself have
inherent existence? In fact, that non-inherent existence must definitely not
exist inherently! (Komito, p. 95)
That is, to understand the conventional as conventional, and as empty of any
reality or foundation beyond convention, is the goal of philosophical inquiry.
Consider this remark of Tsong Khapa:
. . .[Prasangika] teaching is declared for the sake of dispelling the mental
habits of reification and repudiation that prevent access to the ultimaterepudiation of the superficial reality of things, and reification of the existence
of things that are supposedly permanent yet that do not exist conventionally,
and of the ultimate existence of form, etc. . . as they appear. Repudiation is
avoided by the refutation of the literalness of statements of non-production
by demonstration that such statements are made in terms of the ultimate, and
further by establishment of the need for accepting the existence of production
and cessation conventionally. (Thurman, pp. 277-278)
The pill is skeptical inquiry. But when the poison is purged, the inquiry is no
longer necessary. The inquiry does not involve adopting one or the other of
the disputing dogmatic positions, but rather involves making peace by reject-
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ing both-and not in favor of a third dogmatism, but rather in favor of not
seeking the chimerical foundations that get the dispute going in the first place.
It is this sense that all skeptical philosophers from Sextus and the historical
Buddha to Wittgenstein and contemporary Mahayanists have regarded skeptical philosophy as a form of therapy: the goal is not simply the search for
truth for its own sake, or the critical appraisal of arguments, or intellectual
entertainment. The goal is to cure the philosopher of the confusion attendant
upon the fundamental misconceptions underlying dogmatism-that underlying any reasonable practice must be some set of certain propositions, and
that underlying those propositions must be some convention-independent,
ontologically given reality. Such misconceptions engender endless sophistical
dialectic and block clear thinking about language, explanation, morality, and
ontology. The skeptic endeavors to replace such dogmatic impediments to
understanding not with an alternative theory about the chimerical substratum
of our practices but rather with a contentment with those practices on their
own terms, and with their conventional status.
341. That is to say, the questions that we raise and our doubts depend on
the fact that some propositions are exempt from doubt, are as it were like
hinges on which those turn.
342. That is to say, it belongs to the logic of our scientific investigations
that certain things are in deed not doubted.
343. But it isn't that the situation is like this: We just can't investigate
everything, and for that reason we are forced to rest content with assumption.
If I want the door to turn, the hinges must stay put. (On Certainty)
II

All of this would be beside the point if philosophical dogmatisms were merely
diseases of a remote past, or if they were merely benign philosophical playthings. But dogmatisms in many forms are alive and well, and are, in fact,
wreaking philosophical havoc. In order to recommend the skeptical purgative, I will consider one contemporary case of the reificationist infection and
attempt to effect a skeptical cure. The variety of the disease I have in mind is
causal reificationism, a disease one might have thought to have been stamped
out by the Humean vaccine. But it is still with us, and gives rise to much
needless confusion in the philosophical foundations of cognitive science,
among other places. I will articulate its consequences in Fodor's hands, and
demonstrate that a careful skeptical analysis frees cognitive science from artificial dogmatic methodological bonds.
Fodor, in Psychosemantics, attempts to demonstrate that all scientific taxonomy is individualistic-that science never does, and must never, identify
phenomena for theoretical purposes qua relational, because all such taxonomy is dependent upon the causal powers of the phenomena to be clas-
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sified, and because causal powers are always local. This claim is important
and controversial,for as many (Garfield 1988, Milikan 1987, Burge 1979,
Baker 1988, and others) have argued, psychologyoften at least apparently
does individuatephenomena in its domain relationally.In particular,phenomena such as the propositionalattitudes are arguablyrelationaland are
arguablyessentialto muchpsychologicalexplanation.
This is also metaphysicallyrich stuff-the stuff of dogmaticreificationism
with respect to causation. I will argue that while scientific-including
psychological-taxonomy must cleave nature at causally relevant joints,
there is good empiricalreason to believe that the resultingcuts are often
relational, and no good metaphysicalreason to believe that they can't be.
Moreover,and most importantlyfor disarmingthis new realismabout causation, nothingin causalindividuationrequiresone to discoverany causalpowers that thingshave. Explanationdoes not requiresuchan occultmetaphysics.
And once we appreciatethe force of this conclusion,psychological,intentional causal relations between naturalistically'1characterizedrelata have as
much claim to reality as any microphysicalcausal relations linking individualisticallycharacterizedphenomena.
I will begin by rehearsingFodor'sargumentin some detail, explainingjust
how and where its bizarremetaphysicalcommitmentsenter. Once the argument is clearlyin view, I will arguedirectlyfor its unsoundness,and present
an alternative,more moderateskepticalaccountof the natureof causation,
and of the natureof causaltaxonomyin cognitivescience inspiredby Nagarjuna, Sextus, and Hume. After consideringand dismissingsome possible
Fodorianreplies, I will concludewith some generalmoralsof this discussion
for practicein cognitivescience.
Fodor'sinitialargumentproceedsas follows:
(1) We want science to give causal explanationsto such things. . . as can
be causallyexplained.(P. 34)
(2) Givingsuchexplanationsessentiallyinvolvesprojectingand confirming
causal generalizations.And causal generalizationssubsume the things they
applyto in virtueof the causalpropertiesof the thingsthey applyto. (P. 34)

(3) And ... [consider] the property of being a mental state of a person who
lives in a world where there is XYZ rather than H20 in the puddles [as opposed

to being that of a person who lives in an H20 world]. These sorts of differences in the relationalpropertiesof psychological(/brain/particle)states are
irrelevantto their causalpowers;hence irrelevantto scientifictaxonomy.
.[I]f you're interestedin causalexplanation,it would be mad to distinguishbetweenOscar'sbrainstatesand Oscar2's;theirbrainstateshaveidentical
causalpowers. That'swhy we individuatebrainstates individualistically.And
if you're interestedin causal explanation,it would be mad to distinguishbetween Oscar'smentalstates and Oscar2's;their mental states have identical
causalpowers. (P. 34)
(4) So, [relational]taxonomy won't do for the purposes of psychology.
Q.E.D.... It's true that when I say "water"I get water and when my Twin
says "water"he gets XYZ. But that'sirrelevantto the questionaboutidentity

of causal powers, because these utterances (Ithoughts) are being imagined to
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occur in different contexts. . . What is relevant to the question of identity of
causal powers is the following pair of counterfactuals: (a) If his utterance
(/thought) had occurred in my context, it would have had the effects that
his utterance (/thought) did have; and (b) if my utterance (/thought) had
occurred in his context it would have had the effects that my utterance
(/thought) did have. For our utterances (/thoughts) to have the same causal
powers, both of those counterfactuals have to be true. But both of those
counterfactuals are true. .... (Pp. 34-35)
Fodor then brings this all together:
So, then, to bring this all together: you can affect the relational properties
of things in all sorts of ways-including by stipulation. But for one thing to
affect the causal powers of another, there must be a mediating law or mechanism. It's a mystery what this could be in the Twin (Oscar) cases; not surprisingly, since it's surely plausible that the only mechanisms that can mediate
environmental effects on the causal powers of mental states are neurological.
The way to avoid making this mystery is to count the mental states-and,
mutatis mutandis, the behaviors-of Twins (Oscars) as having the same
causal powers, hence as taxonomically identical. (P. 41)
So here's Fodor's position: we individuate phenomena by reference to their
causal powers. Causation is local in the case of psychological phenomena, so
psychological taxonomy must be individualistic. Individualistic psychological
taxonomy identifies psychological phenomena with neurological phenomena.
So, in order for psychological explanations to be causal, and hence scientific,
psychological phenomena must be individualistic in character. And this is just
because for Fodor causal explanations must carve nature at her joints by characterizing explanans and explananda under sortals that capture phenomena
which in fact have genuine causal powers-the ability to bring about effects of
the right kind or to be brought about by causes of the right kind-powers that
inhere in precisely those phenomena.
III

No existents whatsoever are evident anywhere that are arisen from themselves, from another, from both, or from a non-cause. (1)
(That is, there are no sui generis phenomena, nor any power by means of
which one event or state can bring about another. Nor can any such power be
found in any combination of phenomena or in some non-natural arena.)
The self-nature of existents is not evident in the conditions, etc. ... In the
absences of self-nature, other-nature too is not evident. (3)
(Natural phenomena have no essences independent of their place in the network of explanatory relationships and regularities in which they occur, and
there is no privileged ontological scheme.)
Activity is not constituted of conditions nor is it not non-constituted of
conditions. Conditions are neither constituted nor non-constituted. (4)
(The explanatorily useful relations phenomena bear to one another-natural
regularities-are not, when conceived clearly, due to any independently present power. Ontology depends upon explanatory interests.)
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These
arise. ...
(None of
exploited

are conditions, because depending upon them these others
(5) (Nagarjuna, Karika, trans. Kalupahana)
this is to say that there are not natural regularities that are usefully
in scientific explanation.)

In these famous (though obscure and diversely interpreted) opening verses of
the Karika, Nagarjuna defends a middle way between nihilism and strong
realism with respect to causation. Against the nihilist he urges that there are
natural regularities and that they can be and are exploited in explanation.
Against the realist-who (with Fodor) is committed to a reification of such
regularities in a cement-of-the-universe model of causation-he argues that
natural regularities themselves lie at the base of explanation. The use of these
regularities in explanations, Nagarjuna argues, neither demands nor profits
by the interposition of a force. For then cause and effect would each need to
be individually connected to that force by. . . 12
This moderate skepticism about causation-which finds echo in Sextus and
Hume and in the remarks of Wittgenstein quoted at the beginning of this
paper-provides the key to understanding what is at bottom wrong with
Fodor's excessive causal realism. To begin with, consider the odd pair of conclusions concerning the predicates that are instances of is a belief that p and
the predicate is a planet: is a planet counts, for Fodor, as a useful astronomical predicate despite its relational character because being a planet affects
planets' causal powers, namely, the power to bump or not into various things.
Puzzlingly, having these causal powers is presumably supposed to be constant
across counterfactual contexts in which the nonrelational properties of the
planet are held constant-that is what makes this predicate, in Fodor's mind,
individualistic despite being at the same time relational. Believes that there is
water on Mars, however, unless it can be identified with a local property of its
bearer's brain-unless it is nonrelational-fails to be individualistic, and
hence fails to count as a scientifically useful predicate. For, as Twin-Earth
examples show, when relationally individuated, its causal powers are not constant across counterfactual contexts.
But this putative distinction cannot be maintained. The causal powers of
Uranus are not constant across counterfactual contexts. Consider the world
where it orbits a sun with a different mass, or is a different distance from
Neptune. There, of course, its trajectory differs, and so, then, does that of
what it might or might not bump into. There is no principled respect in which
this variability in powers differs from that of inscriptions, or, if Burge, Baker,
and I are right, of individualistically described psychological states. They,
too, have different causal powers in different counterfactual circumstances.
The only difference is that in these cases, it is not the variation of mass of
nearby astronomical bodies that issues in covariation in trajectory, but rather
the variation in social conventions and behaviorally relevant environment
that issues in covariation in semantic character, in the conditions under which
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they would be uttered, and in their probable consequences-hence in the
psychological or linguistic type of significant tokens. And to suggest that
the descriptive vocabulary appropriate to describing these properties and the
variations therein is ruled out a priori is groundlessly to beg the question at
issue. Why not rule out trajectory talk? Just as the latter is essential to practice in astrophysics, the former is essential to practice in cognitive science.
Fodor might object at this point that in each of these pairs of cases something is constant-the physical counterfactual dispositions of the planets on
the one hand and of the twins on the other. And the fact that these physical
dispositions remain constant across counterfactual contexts privileges the
physical vocabulary for scientific purposes. But there are at least two things
wrong with this reply. First, as I noted above, it begs the question against the
claim that intentional predicates are as appropriate to psychology as nonintentional ones are to astronomy, and that the intentional properties of
the twins differ. Second, it betrays an unmotivated natural essentialism. For
asserting in this context that what makes a rock the object that it is for any
and all scientific purposes are just its individualistic properties is to plump for
a particular set of predicates as constituting a necessary description of it, regardless of one's descriptive or explanatory purposes. And how would one
defend such metaphysical extravagance? (A bit later on I will consider some
slightly more sophisticated forms of this Fodorian objection.)
The source of the error has yet to be identified and examined. And here is
where Nagarjuna's insight can be pressed into service. Nagarjuna pointed
out, as Hume would some sixteen centuries later, that while regularities are to
be found in nature, and while explanation must exploit regularities, appeal to
some occult causal nexus joining explanans to explanandum, or predecessor
event to successor event is both otiose and ultimately incoherent. But it is
this misguided, unreflective image of such a "cement of the universe" that
holds the natural order together, and at that in very thin mortar-joints, that
underlies causal reificationism. There are, of course, as Nagarjuna insists,
conditions-explanatorily necessary and/or sufficient conditions of explananda (and moreover lots of types of them, as everybody (except for Hempel and
a few others) from Aristotle to Pylyshyn has emphasized). We explaincorrectly-the ignition of the match by its striking in the presence of oxygen,
my dialing 911 by reference to my desire to get help, and the clicking on of the
thermostat by reference to its regulatory function. And explanation presupposes both regularity and the possibility of describing explanans and explanandum in the vocabulary in which these regularities are properly expressed.
But that is all that is presupposed. It is no set of individualistic facts about the
individual match, its striking, and its ignition at a particular time that constitutes the fact that the striking caused the ignition. Rather it is the regularity of
such successions that makes it appropriate to say that this striking so described
caused this ignition so described.
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The addition of causation or a causal power in the "cause" or of effectual
potential in the "effect" is unwarranted, unnecessary, and explanatorily impotent: it is unwarranted because there can be no evidence for such a mysterious, occult causal link. There is plenty of evidence for the occurrences of the
phenomena putatively so linked, and in the right cases there may be plenty of
inductive or theoretical evidence for the regularity of their association. But no
such evidence can be even relevant to some mysterious necessity-some unknown force or glue-beyond what can be observed or measured. Moreover,
explanation proceeds quite smoothly, as does prediction, in the absence of
any such causal glue.13 And this is the central point: our natural laws, functional generalizations, structural explanations, and narratives provide coherence and intelligibility without interpolating causal glue or ascribing
any modal powers to the phenomena they subsume. And even if we did add
the cement, the regressive problem would remain: what empowers causes
to generate causal power, and what enables causal power to bring about
effects?14
Once we replace Fodor's loose, metaphysically luxurious talk about causal
powers with more commonsense and methodologically sound-that is to say,
skeptical-talk about explanatorily useful regularities, the central methodological project underwritten by this metaphysical currency collapses. For it
was the claim that causal powers inhere in an individual object in virtue of its
particular natural type (leaving aside the incoherence of Fodor's account of
what constitutes an appropriate natural type) that lay behind the claim that
scientific individuation must be individualistic. And if I am right, the obscure
and unacknowledged image of causation as a kind of immaterial superglue
that can bond only adjacent surfaces of natural kinds is what lies behind the
(undefended-presumably obvious) assertion that causal powers are possessed only by individualistically characterized individuals.
But such grand causal realism is incoherent. Regularity is as real as connection gets, and subsumability under explanatorily useful regularities is as real
as a natural kind gets. But here is the point: there is nothing about regular
association in any of its forms that demands spatiotemporal locality of the
regularly associated phenomena. And there is nothing, at least nothing
obvious, that blocks their relational individuation. In a particular domain the
truth or falsity of individualism or naturalism would hence appear to be an
empirical matter. And given the irreducibility that Fodor acknowledges to
obtain generally between the vocabularies of the "special sciences," there is
no reason to feel queasy about an individualistic ontology in a science of the
interior of, say, a person whose behavior in situ is best explained by subsumption under regularities captured by a vocabulary that individuates that person's states relationally.
This is, of course, but a case study, and its implications must be treated with
appropriate caution. But this much, I think, emerges: reificationism with re-
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gard to causationis not philosophicallybenign. It issues in a commitmenta
priorito an ontologicallyradicaland methodologicallyrestrictivevision of the
nature of mind and of cognitive science. This vision and its attendantstrictureson the conductof science and the constructionof theoriesare seen to be
gratuitouswhen subjected to the constructivecriticalanalysissuggested by
skepticismwith respectto causation.Suchan analysisdoes not underminethe
possibilityof psychologyor our faith in its explanations.Ratherit facilitatesa
more naturalisticallyconceived theoretical posture in that discipline-one
that correspondsmore closely to actualpractice.
IV

I can imagine discomfortwith this skeptical view. The hyperrealistmetaphysicsof causationI have been attackingis indeed well entrenched.So I will
considerseveralplausiblereplies.
The reply that Fodor implicitlyendorsesis what mightbe called "the argument fromthe unityof science"or perhapsthe argumentfromphysics.It goes
somethinglike this: The laws of the specialsciences are not properlylaws at
all-they are roughgeneralizationsthat demandcopious, ineliminableceteris
paribus clauses. What underlies their verisimilitudeis the truth of closed,
exceptionless, really true laws-the laws of the millennialphysics. But the
laws of physics employ an individualistictaxonomy. So, insofar as a special
science generalizationis true, it too mustemployan individualistictaxonomy.
Chemistry,physiology, and neurosciencepromisereductionand hence their
own volumes in the Encyclopaedia of Unified Science (Fodor 1991?) just be-

cause their individuationschemespromise,when suitablyrefined,to coincide
with that of physics.But if psychologyrecognizesnaturalisticallyindividuated
phenomena, and seeks generalizationsthat subsumethem, it does so at the
cost of a gerrymanderof the naturalworld that will forever condemn it to
theoreticalexcommunication.
This argumenthas a certainnostalgicpower, but, I fear, there is not much
else going for it. To note two salientdifficulties:There is no reasonto believe
that explanatoryutility and reducibilityto physics go hand in hand. Good
economicsis possibleeven despitevariationsin media of exchange,and good
linguisticsdoes not presupposethat larynxes,ink, chalk, and other media of
expressionshare any essentialphysicalproperties.(A more sober and careful
argumentfor this point is to be found in Garfield(1988).) More significant,
though, and closer to the heart of my difficultywith Fodor'sposition is this:
the laws of physics-even the best laws of the best physics-are fraughtwith
ceterisparibus clauses. They are not (as Cartwright(1978) has so eloquently
argued)true of any actualphysicalphenomena.Nor are scientificlaws meant
to be. Laws of nature are true only of ideal types, and idealizationis an ineliminable aspect of scientificexplanation-the groundof the possibilityof
the universalityto whichthey aspire.This is no less true of physicallaws than
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it is of psychologicallaws. So if the point of strivingfor an individualisticontology is unitywith physics,and if the point of that is the attainmentof exceptionless truthwhen instantiatedby actualempiricalphenomena,the point is
chimerical.And the source, I suspect, of this faith in the perfectibilityof
physicalscience is intuitionthat it is onto causalpowers.15
A closely relatedreplyconcernsforces. After all, one mightargue, physics
does recognizecausalpowers. In fact it recognizesat present approximately
four of them, or maybethree if the electroweakunificationis successful.And
if further unification occurs-the ultimate unification-we will have an
accountof the genuinecausalpower, the actualcement of the universe.This
would be all well and good if physics characterizedforces as powers that
physicalphenomenahave, or as things that have powers over physicalphenomena. But that'sjust not whatthey are. Forcesrepresentdynamicrelations
between physical parameters.Period. They do not inhere in physical phenomena, nor do they exist independentlyof them, and act on them. Physicists
seem to have read their Hume. Or theirNagarjuna.16
A final argumentcan be anticipated,and this is the one that really betrays
the metaphysicsthat Nagarjuna,Hume, and Wittgensteinare concernedto
debunk: regularitiesare cheap. Not all of them are explanatory.Take the
regularcoincidenceof the noon whistle and the noon train, for example. In
orderfor a regularityto be explanatory,what must underlieit is a realcausal
link-the causalpower of the cause to bringabout the effect. So, if there are
explanatoryregularities,and not mere cosmic coincidences, there must be
causalpowers. But here is wherewe must recallthe powerfulargumentfrom
the Tractatuswith whichI opened this paper.The additionof a causalcement
between cause and effect can add nothingexplanatoryto an explanation.For
one would still need (as noted in the ThirdMan argumentofferedabove) an
explanationof how the cause broughtabout the cement, and of how the cement broughtabout the effect. And as any good mason will tell you, adding
an additional loose joint will do nothing to improve the bond. As Hume
emphasized,it is regularitiesthat vouchsafeindividualattributionsof causation, and networks of regularitiesthat vouchsafe particularregularities.
Counterfactualsare supportedby confidenceand success, and not by occult
metaphysics.And as the skeptic-Buddhist or European-will be quick to
emphasize, this amounts to the adoption of positionlessnessas a guiding
principle in the interpretationof scientifictheories. We neither assert the
existence of occult causal powers, nor do we deny the explanatoryutility of
our theories in virtue of their absence.17
Someone mightwell object at this pointthat any claimof skepticalcureis at
least premature.For, it might be argued, the skeptic has not demonstrated
that his/heraccountof causaldiscourseas groundedin regularityis devoid of
metaphysicalcommitment.For one thing, the accountso far is sketchy,and it
mightwell turnout to involvenon-obviousmetaphysicalcommitmentsas it is
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elaborated. And doesn't the skeptic owe us some account of why the practice
of exploiting regularities in nature for the purposes of explanation is itself
justified? There is a point to this objection, and the skeptical response illuminates the structure of the enterprise. It may indeed be that the skeptic
unwittingly dogmatizes. But if s/he does, that fact will emerge and be treatable by subsequent skeptical therapy. Skeptical analysis may be interminable analysis. But that does not undermine its utility. (On the other hand, of
course, it might well be-as it appears in this case-that the skeptic does
not dogmatize, in which case the therapy is short-term.) And practicesincluding the broadest explanatory practices-are subject to criticism, and
can often be justified or shown to be unjustified. But the justification of a
practice does not necessarily consist in producing a set of true or indubitable
sentences about the way the world is upon whose truth or certainty the practice rests. The justification of practices can often be simply pragmatic. They
work; or that's the way we do things-if one wants to engage in this enterprise, one does it this way. Scientific explanation, and the identification of
causes may be like that. So it in no way follows from the inability of the
skeptic to produce decisive arguments for the truth of competing theories
concerning causation, the nature of the physical world, or of the self, that the
enterprise is bankrupt. The activity of producing such theories is just what the
skeptic wants us to abandon. And if the skeptic is guilty of dogmatizing, that
only shows that more analysis is required.
v
I conclude by drawing attention to the several skeptical morals of these discussions for metaphysics and method in science. None of these conclusions is
new, but since all are called into question by what I think is a very popular
dogmatic causal hyperrealism, it is worth repeating them in one place.
First, while it is certainly true that scientific taxonomy-including both
those of physics and psychology-individuates phenomena in response to the
demands of explanation, this does not in any way entail individualism. For,
when stripped of incoherent and otiose metaphysical baggage, all that the
phrase "causal powers" could ever indicate is explanatorily useful relations.
And there is no good reason, once this rich metaphysics of causation is abandoned, to believe that such relations always comprise individualistically characterized relata. Moreover, the claim that the relational categories of physical
science are somehow more individualistic than those of the special sciences,
for example, cognitive science, is false. Naturalism is hence not simply a hallmark of special science, let alone immature cognitive science.
Second, reducibility to a more fundamental, or to a physical science-in
particular reduction by demonstrating a token-identity relation between phenomena respected by the respective taxonomies of reduced and reducing
science-is no prerequisite of respectability for cognitive sciences, or, for that
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matter, of any science. The groundfor the belief that it is is a belief in the
special insightof physicsinto occult causalpowers. But this belief is groundless, or at best is groundedon a mistakenmythologyof the peculiarperfection
of physical laws and a failure to recognize the central and universal role
of idealization and ceterisparibus instantiationof ideal types in scientific
explanation.
Third, a unitary,broadlyphysicalisticontology is compatiblewith ontological pluralismat the level of the taxonomyof nature, and does not entail the
unity of science, or even the unity of good science. One does not need to be
some kind of Cartesiansubstance-pluralist
to endorsethe disunityof science.
and
most
the
Finally,
importantly, philosophyof science can do without
rich
any
metaphysicsof causationor causalpowers. The superstitionthat, in
order for an ontology to grip nature by the throat so as to carve her at the
joints, it must first discoverreal relationsbetween phenomenaunderwritten
by causalpowers as opposed to "mere" naturalregularitiesis just that-a
superstition. Explanatoryregularitiesand the taxonomies they induce are
plenty real enough-they are as real as it gets.
Moreover, I should emphasizethat I have presentedbut a single case history. If the general thrust of the initial portion of my discussionis correct,
there is an epidemicto be addressed,and many of us are victims.This is but
one example of the cure that can be wroughtby skepticalanalysis.The cure
may be difficult,andit mayleave manyof us profoundlydissatisfiedwithwhat
we now take to be the goals and natureof philosophy,and with manyof our
own positions and arguments.Fortunately,however, skepticalmedicinehas
one salient side effect: it is good philosophicalfun. I hope that this provides
encouragementfor the view that the appropriateresponseto the skepticis not
to searchfor a reply but to take one's medicineand wake up to regularity.

NOTES
1. Fromhereon, for the sakeof brevity,I use the term"Buddhists"to referspecificallyto the
Buddhism.Those personswith whose work I will
school of Mahfayana
Prasangika-Madhyamika
primarilybe concernedare Nfigfrjuna,Candrakirti,and Tsong Khapa,all majorfiguresof this
school. Many of the argumentsand the specifictenets I will discusswould not necessarilybe
endorsedor understoodin the same way by philosophersin otherschoolsof Buddhism.
2. Wittgenstein,of course, frequentlydenies that he is a skeptic:"Scepticismis not irrefutable, but obvious nonsense..

." (Notebooks 1914-1916 p. 44). But I would argue that the posi-

tion Wittgensteindenotes by "scepticism"is what I am calling here "nihilism."The type of
responseWittgensteinrepeatedlyoffersto the skepticalproblemsposedby nihilisticargumentsis
characteristically
skeptical.
andTsongKhapa.But the Prfsan3. At least as the Yogacaraareinterpretedby Candrakirti
gika accountsof Yogfacra may well be uncharitable,and the idealismimputedto them and
attackedby the Prasangikamay well be more extreme than any position the Yogacaraphilosophersactuallyespouse. I take no positionhere on the correctresolutionof the attendanthermeneuticaldisputes.In a similarvein, it may well be that a correctreadingof Berkeleywould
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recognizehis idealismas more Kantianand transcendentalthan that "dogmaticidealism"Kant
and most othersimputeto him. But these questionsof interpretation,too, are beyondthe scope
of this discussion.
4. Note thathere I am lumpingtogetherontologicalandepistemologicalclaims.Thisis not to
suggestthat the rejectionof the existenceof the externalworld is the same as the rejectionof
knowledgeof the externalworld.It is merelyto remindus of the factthathistoricallythe routeto
nihilisticontologicalclaims has often been throughthe assessmentof the objects of putative
knowledge.
5. There are real philosophicaland interpretiveproblemsregardingmy interpretationof
Nagarjunaas indicatingby "materialform"somethingakinto whatHume disparagesas "material substance."This is not the place to defendthis interpretationin detail, and in fact there are
importantdifferencesbetween the ways substanceand materialform figurein their respective
ontologicalpositions.But these differencesdo not underminethe centralclaimthatin the context
of disputesconcerningthe realityand statusof the materialworld, their respectiveconceptual
roles are importantlyanalogous.It also should be noted in this context that Nfagrjunain the
stanzasjust quoted and elsewherein his corpusdiscussesthe emptinessof materialform as a
singlecentralexampleof the emptinessof phenomenaquite generally.But again,this rhetorical
role of the discussionof formleaves the comparativepoint undisturbed.
6. My readingof Nagarjuna'sdistinctionbetweencausesand conditions,and the accountof
causationand explanationI attributeto him is, I know, controversial;and Nfagrjuna'sremarks
on these topics are crypticenough to sustaina numberof plausiblecompetinginterpretations.
The view I attributeto Nfgarjuna (developed in more detail below), however, renders his
accountof causation,of the conditions,of the natureof explanationin the worldof samsara,and
of the ultimatelyemptynatureof causationboth compellingand remarkablysimilarin form to
his more explicitlyarticulatedviews concerningthe nature of self, of action, and of form. I
acknowledgethe somewhattendentiouscharacterof the reading,andthe factthatit is hardto see
these theses explicitlyassertedin the texts, but I standby the cogencyof the interpretation.
7. The Prasangikaconceptionof suspensionis verymuchthe same. Comparewiththe discussion of nondualityin Book 9 of the Vimalaklrti sutra (Thurman1976).
8. There is hence a similarityhere to Strawson'saccountof refusingto asserteither that the
presentkingof Franceis baldor thathe is not bald,in virtueof rejectingthe commonpresupposition that the two alternativesshare-the existenceof a presentkingof France.
9. This metaphoralso appearsin the Buddhistliterature,both in the earlysftras and in the
laterMahfayana
literature.Candrakirtiquotesthe Ratnakitasutra:
One for whom,in turn,the absenceof beingitselfbecomesa dogmaticview I call Incurable.It is,
Kasyapa,as if a sick manwere givena medicineby a doctor,but that medicine,havingremoved
his ills, was not itself expelled, but remainedin the stomach.Whatdo you think, Kfayapa,will
this man be freed of his sickness?No indeed, illustriousone, the sicknessof this man in whose
stomachthe medicine,havingremovedall his ills remainsand is not expelled, would be more
violent. The illustriousone said:In this sense, Kfayapa,the absenceof beingis the exhaustionof
all dogmaticviews. But the one for whomthe absenceof beingitselfbecomesa fixedbelief, I call
incurable.
10. In fact, this point is rathercomplicated.For while, as TsongKhapaargues,nihilismreally
is a philosopher'sview-one to which the vulgarare not readilysusceptible(Berkeley, to the
contrary,notwithstanding)-reificationismcomes in two versions. We might call these, with
Tsong Khapa,"ordinary"and "philosophical."For arguablythe person-on-thestreet-thinksof
the physicalas substantial,thinks of causationas a real force, thinks of personalidentity as
groundedin a soul, andso forth.But these viewsare probablyin the typicalcase ratherinchoate.
Philosophicalreificationismcan be seen as a careful conceptualrefinementof this fallacy of
everydaymetaphysics.It is the job of the skepticto cureboth the ordinaryand the sophisticated
formsof the disease.The relativeprevalanceof reificationism
as opposedto nihilismin the streets
probablyalso lies behind the common confusion of skepticismwith nihilism. For given this
reificationistepidemic,the argumentsthe skepticmust most often musterare quasi-nihilisticin
character,so as most effectivelyto underminethat dogma.
11. I use the term"naturalistic"
to denoterelational,or nonindividualistic
propertiesor predicates. The relationsin questionmaybe eitherintentionalor nonintentional.The contrastis with
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individualistic properties or predicates-those which apply to their subjects irrespective of any
relations they may bear to other things.
12. Again, I emphasize that this interpretation of Nagarjuna on causation and explanation is
not definitive, and the extension of his expressed views on ordinary explanation to a theory of
scientific explanation must be regarded as highly tendentious.
13. Fodor never comes completely clean in expressing his commitment to this "cement of the
universe" picture of causation. The view, however, emerges quite clearly both from the passages
I have quoted above and others such as this: "Effects on causal powers require mediation by laws
and/or mechanisms, and in the Twin cases there are no such mechanisms and no such laws.
"If you are inclined to doubt this, notice that for any causal relation that holds between my
mental states and the local water puddles, there must be a corresponding relation that holds
between my neurological states and the local water puddles. . . " (157, n. 6 to p. 39).
And consider, ". . . [Y]ou can't affect the causal powers of a person's mental states without
affecting his physiology" (p. 39).
But even without an explicit endorsement of this view (a view which even Fodor might acknowledge sounds crazy when explicitly stated) we can note that Fodor is committed to it inasmuch as,
without it, there is no way to begin to make the strong locality argument about causation, or to
draw the distinctions between genuine and ersatz causal relations Fodor is after.
14. This is, of course, a causal version of the "third man" argument.
15. Note, however, that the question regarding whether or not there are exceptionless natural
laws (whatever account one gives of what a natural law is) is independent both of the question
regarding individualism in the philosophy of science generally and that regarding individualism in
psychology.
16. There is, as Lee Bowie has noted, another account of what physicists do: they posit particles as bearers of forces. But this is no comfort for the Fodorian causal realist. For the behavior of
these particles, and the nature of their interactions with other fundamental particles are again
characterized by more-or-less exceptionless regularities, and not by reference to the bonding
powers of ghostly subatomic superglue.
17. Dick Garner and an anonymous reviewer each raise the following objections at this point:
Sextus, they argue, is more circumspect regarding causal powers than I suggest, and in fact, they
argue, I am downright dogmatic about causal powers in insisting on their superfluity in scientific
explanation. For, they point out, in Sextus' chapter in the Outlines of Pyrrhonism on causation,
he provides arguments both in support of the hypothesis that there are causes, and in support of
the hypothesis that nothing causes anything, concluding "From this, then, we conclude finally
that if plausibility attaches both to the arguments. . . [for and against the plausibility of the
existence of causes] we must necessarily suspend judgement regarding the existence of cause..."
(Hallie, p. 116).
Admittedly, this is a strong exegetical case. But things are not so simple. Careful attention to
the differences between the arguments in support of the causal hypothesis and those against it
reveals an important methodological insight. The arguments for the existence of causation (ibid.,
p. 113) all hinge on one of two observations-the existence of natural regularities and our ability
to exploit these regularities in explanation and prediction. None of these arguments or observations is called into question in the succeeding discussion. The arguments against the causal
hypothesis all hinge either upon the conceptual connection between cause and effect or on the
lack of evidence for the existence of any tertium quid between putative cause and putative effect.
And each presupposes the relativity and explanatory utility of putative causes and putative
effects, denying only the efficacy or occult link between them. And none of these arguments is
called into question. When the two sides are put together carefully, we have an argument for the
lack of any necessity to assert the existence of occult powers in order to vouchsafe the explanatory utility of regularities.
Moreover, there is nothing dogmatic about this position. What is at issue is the existence of
causal powers. Neither Sextus nor I either assert or deny their existence. What we both deny is the
need to posit them, and the view that they have any explanatory force. We suspend-as
pointless-any judgment regarding them. But while doing so, we can accept the very scientific
and explanatory practices the dogmatist thinks require the existence of causal powers.
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